Fall protection
North fall protection products are designed with the user in mind. Our
goal is to provide high quality easy-to-use fall protection so that your
employees are encouraged to wear the products we manufacture
for their protection. Everything from easy to read, comprehensive
instructions to products that are continuously tested during the
manufacturing process are made with safety, comfort and user in
mind. Our range of products covers the complete scope of fall
protection. North is dedicated to increasing compliance and worker
safety in the fall protection area through quality enhancement or
manufacturing innovation and the overall promotion of safety in the
workplace.

GENERAL STANDARDS AND APPROVALS
The safety industry is in constant flux looking for the best possible
solutions to safety issues, hazards and product performance. The
goal is simple – to get you home each and every night after work.
Fall protection is no different. North continues to look for easy-touse fall protection solutions so that you can use your equipment
with confidence. Product standards and regulations play a big part
in guaranteeing that North’s product line is up to the challenge.
They ensure that our products meet the performance requirements
set by the industry or in legislation. They also help you in the
selection of proper equipment.

HARNESSES EN 361
FP699/1D
A basic economy harness for fall
arrest only, with a sliding dorsal
D-ring.

FP702/3D
The general purpose harness.
Fall arrest, descent, vertical safety
wire/rail systems. With sliding
dorsal D-ring and 2 sternal
D-rings. The flat bar buckles are
easy to use and fail safe. The
shoulder straps and the height of
the chest strap are adjustable.

FP745/5D
Heavy duty general purpose
harness for all the linesman’s
activities. Fall arrest, control
descent, rescue and work
positioning with perfect lumbar
support. With dorsal D-ring,
sternal loops and padded belt
with lateral D-rings.

FP81F/1EDBA
The RITE-ON harness is
designed with one thing in mind:
Simplicity. Heavy duty general
purpose harness for all the
linesman’s activities The harness
is engineered with a comfort
pad to make the donning of a
harness a breeze. Bayonet style
connectors: allow the user to
connect in a single motion, no
fumbling or adjustments needed.
Lightweight polyester webbing
offers better chemical resistance
and a lighter weight harness.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Three harnesses with extended D-ring are also available:
FP701/3ED, FP745/5ED and
the FPFV81F/1EDBA.
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SELECTION GUIDE
There are many harness types
to choose from in the North
range. To simplify selections,
Type

Web
type

Back
D-rings

Fall arrest
FP699/1D
nylon
✓
FPFV81F/1EDBA polyester
✓
Fall arrest, descent, ladder climbing
FP702/3D
nylon
✓
Fall arrest, descent, rescue, work positioning
FP745/5D
nylon
✓
FP745/5ED
nylon
✓

we have grouped our most
popular offering in a guide
based on harness applications.

Included is an application
guide to ensure you optimise
your selection.
X =No; ✓=Yes
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X

✓

X
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Fold through
Bayonet style

X
X

General purpose
Multi-purpose

X

X

✓

Pass through

X

Multi-purpose, Confined space, Ladder climbing
Good fit for female anatomy

✓
✓

X

✓
✓

Pass through
Pass through

✓
✓

Scaffolding
Towerwork

✓
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